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Abstract

Background. In recent years, the study of the teacher-student relationship in the teaching-learning processes in physical education has had great emphasis. Previous studies have shown that the use of the Spectrum of Teaching Styles can enhance intrinsic motivation, enjoyment, adherence to physical activity and physical activity levels in children and adolescents.

Study purpose. The present study aims to assess if a physical education (PE) intervention based on the variations in teaching styles, with reference to productive ones, can also have positive effects on physical fitness.

Materials and methods. The sample involved 4 primary school classes (n = 124 children, mean age = 8–10 years) recruited from the SBAM (Health, Wellness, Food Education and Movement at School) Project in Apulia, Southern Italy. The classes were randomly assigned to the Experimental Group (EG) and the Control Group (CG). The EG followed a 5-month experimental intervention based on the variation of teaching styles, while the CG performed regular PE lessons. Physical fitness was assessed with Standing Long Jump (SLJ), 1kg Medicine Ball Throw (MBT), and 20 m sprint (20 m) tests, while two validated questionnaires were used to evaluate physical self-perception (PSP) and enjoyment. A 2x2 (intervention group x time) ANOVA was carried out to assess significant difference and interaction effect pre (t₀) and post (t₁) intervention protocol.

Results. Data analysis showed a significant improvement of physical fitness in both EG and CG, while PSP and enjoyment increased only in EG. Moreover, significant (p < 0.05) interaction effects were found for 20 m sprint, PSP and Enjoyment with low effect size (η² ~ 0.20).

Conclusions. The results of the present study highlight the effectiveness of a PE intervention based on the variation of teaching styles in improving physical fitness, self-perception, and enjoyment. Moreover, the use of productive teaching styles significantly impacts self-perception and enjoyment that are important mediating factors for guaranteeing better adherence to physical activity.
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Introduction

The fundamental role of Physical Education (PE) for children’s educational process is well recognized by international literature (Arufe-Giráldez et al., 2023; Baena-Morales & González-Villora, 2023; Williams et al., 2022).

In recent years, the Mode-Based Practice in Physical Education (has been conceptualized as an umbrella term for describing teaching and learning in PE through different pedagogical approaches and models (e.g., Direct Instruction, Personalized System for Instruction, Cooperative Learning, Sport Education, Physical Literacy, Inquiry Teaching, etc.) (PHE Canada, N.D.; Kirk, 2013). According to Pill, SueSee & Davies (2023) the Spectrum of Teaching Styles (Mosston & Ashworth, 2008) represents "an approach centered around
decision-making between the teacher and the learner about the ‘how’, ‘when’ and ‘why’ of their pedagogical decisions” (p.2), and it can be considered a Pedagogical Models in PE. In fact, the didactic-educational process in physical education is based not only on the motor tasks, equipment, and spaces’ analysis, but, above all, on the study of teacher-student(s) and student(s)-environment relations (Zhou, 2022; Backman & Barker, 2020). The choice of the modalities and strategies with which PE teacher propose motor tasks allow to activate (or inhibit) the mediation functions needed to enhance children’s motor learning and promote healthy lifestyles (Robinson et al., 2015; Lubans et al., 2008; Stodden et al., 2008). Moreover, the bodily motor experience through different and differentiated motor tasks and organizational methods defines significant links and connections for disciplinary, interdisciplinary, and transversal learning. In this sense, the Spectrum of Teaching Styles can be considered a Pedagogical Model due to possibility to promote different way of learning and personalize the didactic action (Goldenberger et al., 2012; Mosston & Ashworth, 2008; Sicilia-Camacho & Brown, 2008). Moreover, in each lesson the proposal of a certain motor tasks (or the organization of an activity) through the intentional variation of educational communication and teaching styles led to the development of the physical, social, emotional, and cognitive channel (Mosston & Ashworth, 2008; Goldberger & SueSee, 2020; Pill, SueSee, & Davies, 2023).

The intentional and programmed proposal of executive variants related to motor tasks is modulated and adapted through the interaction of teaching styles (Mosston & Ashworth, 2008) which have different effects on children's learning processes. The interaction of teaching styles and strategies, in fact, allows to promote different ways of access to skills and knowledge (e.g., different ways of learning, for reception and for discovery/problem solving), foster the connections between skills, knowledge, attitudes, functional to motor skills, promote the relationships between cognitive-motor and social functions, necessary for interdisciplinary learning, and customize the didactic action (Rink, 2002). The proposal of motor tasks containing expected executive variants prompts, on the part of the child, predefined and linear motor responses (that is, require closely related-dependent previous acquisitions that are requirements for subsequent learning).

On the contrary, the solicitation of motor responses and executive variants unusual, creative and the reworking of variants and skills already learned, even if in different contexts and situations, allows the child to proceed in the learning path in a reticular and autonomous way, not fully predefined or linear-sequential, allowing autonomous management of space-time-quantitative-qualitative constraints (Moy et al., 2019; Magill & Anderson, 2014; Chow, 2013).

In recent years, research on teaching styles in physical education has been mainly oriented to the study of teachers perceived used of teaching styles (Hein et al., 2012; SueSee & Barker, 2019; Syrmpas et al., 2018; Constantinides & Antoniades, 2022) and to the effects on children’s motor skills learning (Zeng et al., 2009; El Khouri et al., 2020; Cuellar-Moreno & Caballero-Juliá, 2019; Farkash, Zayed, & Ball, 2022) and goal orientation, motivation, and participation in PE (Trigueros et al., 2019; Klos et al., 2020; Behzadnia, Mohammadzadeh, & Ahmadi, 2019; Mouratidou et al., 2022). Moreover, the development of cognitive psychology has opened new research fields aiming at studying which functions can provide a better adherence to physical activity during lifetime (Melguizo-Ibáñez et al., 2022; Ruisen et al., 2022). The knowledge and the identification of variables for promoting physical activity are necessary for ensuring the achievement of the strategic development aims of the Global Action Plan on Physical Activity 2018–2030 (WHO, 2018).

In fact, according to international literature self-perception and enjoyment of bodily-movement experiences are important mediating factors that can promote and ensure better adherence to physical activity and healthy lifestyles from infancy to adulthood (Ruiz-Montero et al., 2020; Sallen et al., 2020; Lu et al., 2022; Crane et al., 2023).

The physical self-perception comes from the individual’s experience with the environment and the way such experiences are lived: positive motor experiences in which children successfully experience a wide repertoire of activities and executive variants of motor tasks, enrich the individual body experience, that is, the experiences concretely carried out through the body and movement (Cairney et al., 2019; Robinson et al., 2015; Babic et al., 2014; Bardid et al., 2016). An essential condition for the educational process is the proposal of activities through teaching styles of production in which each student can independently experience different ways of performing a motor task and find the better solution to teacher’s questions (Mosston & Ashworth, 2008). Findings revealed that basic psychological needs’ satisfaction plays a key role in predicting adherence to physical activity and maintain higher motivation to be physically active (Kang, Lee, & Kwon, 2020). This is true in different contexts and applications of physical activity, involving school physical education, leisure time (i.e., running, walking, fitness activity, sport (i.e., basketball, volleyball, soccer, martial arts, and adapted physical activity (Fabra et al., 2023; Peralta et al., 2022; Son & Yang, 2022; Oliver, Munk & Stanton-Nichols, 2021). The study of Sum et al. (2022) has demonstrated that PE teachers’ behavior and different teacher-student(s) communication can positive influence students perceived physical literacy, motivation and enjoyment when practicing physical activity. Moreover, in educational setting, school-based lunchtime games intervention can increase mental well-being and perceived self-efficacy (Murphy, Sweeney & McGrane, 2022), while higher levels of academic stress are associate with increased amotivation that negatively affects the participation in physical education (Yang, Viladrich & Cruz, 2022; Klos et al., 2020). Form the PE teacher’s perspective the use of production teaching styles can have positive effects on students’ affective-emotional perception and foster time spent in physical activity (Leister & Paschold, 2022; Moreno-Murcia et al., 2022).

Although much of the scientific research has been oriented to assessing how the use of different teaching styles (especially production ones) can encourage the onset of motivation, the self-perception and enjoyment during practice, the relationship between teaching styles and the promotion of physical fitness plays a priority role during developmental age. Invernezzi et al. (2019) highlight increased physical fitness, motor competence, enjoyment and time spent in physical activity applying a 12 weeks multi-teaching styles interventions in primary schoolchildren. Similarly, Komnati

(2022) reported significant interaction effect between learning approach and motor skills development in enhancing children's physical fitness. In fact, physical education lessons based on a task-based approach with higher levels of motor skills are positively associated with better physical fitness (body composition, hand muscle strength, endurance, flexibility, and cardiopulmonary endurance) compared to a command-based approach. Moreover, alternative, and non-traditional teaching approaches in physical education, such as Teaching Games for Understanding (TGfU), Project-Based Learning (PBL), and Collaborative Learning (CL) have proved to be effective in promoting not only academic achievement and enjoyment, but also physical fitness (Elumalai et al., 2022).

In the light of these evidence, this study aims to demonstrate the effectiveness of an PE intervention based on production teaching styles in promoting physical fitness, self-perception and enjoyment in primary school children.

Materials and methods

Study participants

The study involved four primary school classes for a total of 124 children aged 8-10 years (M = 62, F = 62; main age = 9.21 ± 0.19). The sample was recruited by one school that joined the SBAM – Health, Wellness, Food Education and Movement at School – Project (Colella, Monacis & Massari, 2019) in Apulia (Southern Italy), coordinated by the University of Foggia. As required by University of Foggia procedure, informed consent was obtained from all participants to collect data. Table 1 reported the sample's descriptive profile.

Study organization

A simple randomization procedure was applied to recruit the sample and to assign two classes in the Experimental Group (EG) and two in the Control Group (CG). Physical education lessons based on the variation of teaching styles (both reproduction and production) were proposed to the EG by Experts Graduated in Preventive and Adapted Motor Activities (n = 5) together with the generalist teacher, while CG performed PE lessons with the generalist teachers regularly. The graduates in motor science (EG) were properly trained on the themes of teaching styles, on the proposal of motor tasks through different styles of teaching before the study started (5 meetings × 4h). Moreover, before the intervention, the learning units, the organizational modalities, and the motor tasks were shared with the Experts involved in the EG. Both Experts (EG) and Generalist Teachers (CG) were informed of the topics to be covered during PE lessons from January to May 2022 (2 hours × 16 weeks, for a total of 32 actual hours of intervention), as follows (Table 2):

- a) Motor skills and small tools: the space-time executive variants (8 PE lessons);
- b) Group games and space-time orientation (8 PE lessons);
- c) Expressiveness and dramatization (8 PE lessons);
- d) Motor coordination (8 PE lessons).

The EG performed each lesson using guided discovery, convergent and divergent production styles (for about 60% of each PE lesson), predominantly; moreover, reproduction styles (practice and inclusion) were also integrated and modulated in each lesson. The CG performed PE lessons with the practice and command style, mainly.

The choice of teaching styles also reflects the diversity of organizational ways in which the motor tasks were proposed. In the EG individual, pairs, small groups and with small tools motor tasks were proposed varying the spaces, the tools, and the execution modes, and soliciting individual children's motor answers. On the contrary, group games, motor tasks organized in paths and circuits were used in CG. However, a list of descriptors of teacher's behavior for the teaching styles used in this study (Colella, Bellantonio & Limone, 2020) has been carried out through to implement educational communication and propose motor tasks (Table 3 and 4).

In addition to sample's anthropometric data collection (age, weight, height, and BMI), Cole's Scale was used to classify children as normal weight, overweight or obese (Cole et al., 2000).

Physical fitness was assessed with the following motor tests: standing long jump (SLG), Medicine Ball Throw 1Kg (MBT), and 20m Speed (20m) (Ruiz et al., 2011; Morrow et al., 2000; Falk et al., 2001). Self-perception and enjoyment were evaluated with two validated questionnaires, Physical Self Efficacy Scale for Children (Colella et al., 2008) and Physical Activity Enjoyment Scale (Carraro et al., 2008). Physical fitness (lower limb strength, endurance, and speed) was evaluated during curricular physical education lessons two weeks before (t0) and after (t1) the 5-month teaching

Table 1. Sample's Anthropometric Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Female</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Total Sample</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9.23</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9.23</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>9.23</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>38.10</td>
<td>8.58</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>39.05</td>
<td>11.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.3790</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19.87</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20.45</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>20.16</td>
<td>4.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9.39</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>9.21</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>37.74</td>
<td>11.15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>37.81</td>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>37.77</td>
<td>11.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.370</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19.78</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19.78</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>19.78</td>
<td>4.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2. Description of learning units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reproduction Teaching Styles</th>
<th>Teachers’ Behaviour</th>
<th>Students’ Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practice Style</td>
<td>The teacher…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a) presents the motor task and communicates the learning objective;</td>
<td>a) perform the task independently;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) prepares the organizational modalities and the operating spaces (individual tasks, in pairs, paths, relay, circuits, in which the use of small tools is also provided; group and team games; etc.); the executive variants are predefined and few numerous;</td>
<td>b) memorize motor sequences;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) prepares the organization of sub-groups;</td>
<td>c) acquire and repeat executive variants;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d) indicates the execution methods, the serial number, repetitions, the intensity of the task and the executive difficulty on which to exercise;</td>
<td>gain awareness of the learning process and feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e) communicates the criteria for success of the task;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f) corrects the error directly and indirectly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Descriptors of teacher’s behavior for Reproduction Teaching Styles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reproduction Teaching Styles</th>
<th>Teachers’ Behaviour</th>
<th>Students’ Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practice Style</td>
<td>The teacher…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a) presents the motor task and sets out the learning objective;</td>
<td>a) design a range of options to allow the start of activities for all students / one and the same task;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) presents the executive and organizational modalities, according to different levels of difficulty/intensity, increasing or reducing the number of executive variants and the use of tools;</td>
<td>b) respect individual differences; choose the level of difficulty to practice;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) adapt the motor task through the executive variants, according to the needs of the students;</td>
<td>c) perform motor tasks according to different levels of difficulty;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d) communicates the relationships between motor skills performed/requests and related motor skills;</td>
<td>d) encourage continuous participation and increase uptime;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e) corrects the error directly and indirectly.</td>
<td>e) foster and develop the self-assessment process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Inclusion Style

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The teacher…</th>
<th>d) design a range of options to allow the start of activities for all students / one and the same task;</th>
<th>b) respect individual differences; choose the level of difficulty to practice;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>g) presents the motor task and communicates the learning objective;</td>
<td>b) memorize motor sequences;</td>
<td>c) perform motor tasks according to different levels of difficulty;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) prepares the organizational modalities and the operating spaces (individual tasks, in pairs, paths, relay, circuits, in which the use of small tools is also provided; group and team games; etc.); the executive variants are predefined and few numerous;</td>
<td>c) acquire and repeat executive variants; gain awareness of the learning process and feedback.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Guided Discovery

The teacher...
- enunciates the objective, presents the motor task and recalls motor skills already acquired (in formal and non-formal contexts);
- it proposes a motor task and asks questions about the possible spatial-temporal-qualitative-qualitative executive variants /ways of using a tool/management of spaces and environments;
- it proposes a motor task and urges the discovery of analogies and differences with other tasks/tools/activities through questions and stimulus situations (in how many ways? How can you?);
- requires the repetition of the motor task without repeating the same task but independently discovering the executive variants;
- communicate interrogative/descriptive feedback to the student.

Eg., in how many ways can we.... throw forward? (standing, sitting, walking, running, one hand, two hands from above, long-short, far-near, inside-out a circle, a target; after receiving the ball from... How many ways can we... jump through the circles in succession? (equal feet joined, forward-backward; one foot, even feet joined-apart, etc.).

The students...
- discover the executive variants of a task, a tool, a space (multilaterality);
- identify the relationships between the executive variants of a task and similar executive modes of different tasks;
- develop different motor responses, original, creative, transferable to other learning.

Divergent Discovery

The teacher...
- communicates the objective, presents the motor task and recalls the motor skills already acquired;
- proposes the execution of a motor task and solicits open, divergent motor responses (Who can...? In how many other ways is it possible... launch if I am in this position? .... )
- asks questions and solicits open motor answers, in which each student is autonomous in the use of any skills/position choice, etc.);
- asks questions and solicits motor answers through combinations of executive variants;
- proposes motor tasks within space-time constraints;
- communicate interrogative/descriptive feedback to the student.

Eg., who can... move between circles... without walking or jumping? [quadrupedal]; In pairs, how to move forward in a defined space... without using legs?... [wheelbarrow game]; how to represent a story using only postures and gestures?

The students...
- discover motor solutions consistent with the problem posed by the teacher;
- identifies unusual, creative motor responses; it reworks previous modes of execution, through new executive variants and new relationships between variants;
- communicate interrogative/descriptive feedback to the student.

intervention by Experts in Preventive and Adapted Physical Activity, while questionnaires were proposed both by generalist and Experts in the classroom.

**Statistical analysis**

Descriptive statistics was carried out for all variables pre- and post-intervention. Independent t-test was used to assess pre-intervention differences between EG and CG. A mixed methods repeated measures ANOVA (analysis of variance) was performed to evaluate differences in all physical fitness test, self-perception, and enjoyment after 20 weeks of intervention with a Group (EG - CG) × Time (t0 – t1) mixed model. Effect size was estimated with partial eta squared, as follows: $\eta^2 \sim 0.20 = \text{low}$, $\eta^2 \sim 0.50 = \text{medium}$ and $\eta^2 \sim 0.80 = \text{high}$ (Cohen, 1988). Significant index was set at p value less than 0.05. All statistical analysis were performed using SPSS vers. 26 (Chicago, IL, USA).

**Results**

Since almost the entire sample is normal weight, no differences in BMI were reported. No significant difference in physical fitness test, self-perception and enjoyment were found between EG and CG pre-intervention (t0) (Table 5). The results of the $2 \times 2$ ANOVA (intervention group × time) show a statistically significant improvement in both the EG and the CG for physical fitness tests (Table 6). After the 16-week intervention protocol, better performances were recorded in both groups in the SLJ, MBT and 20 m
sprint (p < 0.05). Moreover, post-intervention EG performed better in MBT and 20m than CG, while CG showed higher performance in SLJ.

However, there was a non-significant interaction effect between intervention group and time for lower (SLJ) and upper (MBT) limbs strength (p = 0.325; p = 0.143). The 20 m sprint analysis showed a significant intervention x time effect (p = 0.005) with low effect size (η² = 0.125).

Physical self-perception and enjoyment significantly increased in EG (p< .05), but not in CG. Also, significant interaction effect was found for both variables (p = 0.000), with an effect size of η² = 0.225 for physical self-perception, and η² = 0.057 for enjoyment.

Discussion

The results of the study revealed differences in motor performance and self-report scores for physical fitness, physical self-perception, and enjoyment after an experimental intervention based on the variation of teaching styles. Although the results showed a significant improvement of the components of physical fitness in the EG and CG, the factors related to the practice of physical activity (self-perception and enjoyment) improved only in the EG.

This is important in the didactic field of physical education, from which a series of considerations may derive. In fact, in EG children received more opportunities to choose and experiment with executive variants and motor responses, and this could lead not only to the development of physical fitness components (strength and speed), but also to the enhancement of motor coordination and to a greater perception of competence and enjoyment during practice than CG.

The development of self-perception and enjoyment are interdependent, and they arise from the results of successful motor tasks performed and the corresponding determined traces in the individual motor repertoire (Mosston & Answorth, 2008; Morgan, 2005; Ferrer-Caja & Weiss, 2000). The ways in which teaching styles vary and are interconnected are crucial for assessing the effects on motor learning and related psychological factors. They are not opposite but complementary: the continuum between the styles of reproduction and production is based on the relationship between the decision-making processes of the teacher and those of the student (Dudley, Okely, Pearson, & Cotton, 2011; Moy, Renshaw, Davids, & Brymer, 2019; Diloy-Peña et al., 2021). Production styles promote the development of motor coordination and related psychological factors,
essential components of motor skills and the study carried out highlighted. Previous studies in primary school have demonstrated the effects of variation in teaching styles (e.g., inclusion and practice) in a test/re-test intervention related to self-perception (Chatoupis & Emmanuel, 2003).

Morgan et al. (2005) highlighted that production styles (e.g., the guided discovery style) promote cognitive and affective responses compared to the use of reproduction styles (e.g., practice style).

Recently, Rivera-Pérez et al. (2020) have shown how the proposal of motor tasks with the teaching strategy of cooperative learning, both with reproduction (reciprocal and self-check styles) and production teaching styles (divergent discovery style) - promotes the development of emotional skills (emotional recognition, control and regulation of emotions, empathy) in children and adolescents. The development of lateral thinking, empathic and socio-relational skills of the child, as well as the construction of positive and constructive interactions within the group-class should be solicited more in primary school, for the acquisition of the values related to the motor experience in the different organizational modalities (Rivera-Pérez et al., 2020). In fact, the choice of teaching style has a strong impact on the way children learn (imitation; conditioning; tests and errors; intuition; understanding) and perform a motor task (Pill, 2023). In this sense, the variation of teaching styles in physical education and, more generally, in the field of motor activities, should be encouraged to solicit multiple and different cognitive abilities and ways of thinking of children (Moy, Renshaw & Davids, 2016).

Furthermore, there are differences between generalist and specialist teachers in the mastery of teaching styles and in the variation of content and this affects the children's learning processes and the quality of the motor experience. A recent study has highlighted different methodological approach between the teachers themselves according to the type of degree in physical education and sports sciences: sports science teachers’ degree mainly used the command style, while those with physical education degree (or both PE and sports sciences degree) applied different and differentiated teaching styles and strategies (Fernández & Espada, 2021). In addition, the study of da Silva et al. (2020) highlights how production styles foster the learning of sports-oriented skills of team sports, being closely related to several factors, such as the ability to make decisions, select appropriate motor responses, and be active and participate in different game situations. Another study assessed the effects of two learning units, based on the command style and guided-discovery style, respectively, on the acquisition of gymnastic technical skills in primary school children. Although learning outcomes are similar in both groups, the guided-discovery style allows for greater learning retention in the medium to long term than that of command style (El Khouri et al., 2020).

Conclusions

The present study highlights the effectiveness of the variation of teaching styles in PE to improve not only physical fitness, but also self-perception and enjoyment, that are correlates for guarantee better adherence to physical activity during lifetime. It has been showed that different teaching styles have different (but complementary) effects, both physical and motivational, on children. However, the following limitations can be underlined: (a) sample's age (8-10 years) has not been considered as covariate, (b) the effect of BMI (normal weight, overweight, obese) has not been analyzed, (c) small sample, and (d) no evaluation of retention effect. Moreover, it might be important to analyze the mastery and knowledge of the teaching styles of specialist PE teachers before starting the experimental activities.

The study stressed the importance of adequate PE teachers training on the use of teaching styles in the didactic of motor activities. Physical education teacher training, in fact, should provide a significant importance in the university curriculum on the topics of the methodology of motor activities and the introduction to sport in the developmental age to highlight the effects on the formation of the person not only determined by the variety of content and organizational arrangements but, above all, determined by changes in the modalities of educational communication (methodology). Future research are needed to analyze the effects related to the use of teaching styles in different educational settings.
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Історія питання. Останніми роками велику увагу приділяють дослідженню взаємозв’язку «вчитель-учень» у процесах викладання та навчання фізичного виховання. Попередні дослідження показали, що використання Спектру стилів навчання може підвищувати внутрішню мотивацію, задоволення, дотримання фізичної активності та рівень фізичної активності у дітей і підлітків.

Мета дослідження. Метою цього дослідження є здійснення оцінки, чи може втручання з фізичного виховання (ФВ) на основі різних варіантів стилів навчання, з огляду на продуктивну активність, також мати позитивний вплив на фізичну підготовленість.

Матеріали та методи. Вибірка включала 4 класи початкової школи (n = 124 дитини, середній вік = 8–10 років), за участі в рамках проекту SBAM (Здоров'я, Гарне самопочуття, Навчання здорового харчування та Рух у школі) в Апулії, Південна Італія. Класи були випадковим чином розподілені на експериментальну групу (ЕГ) та контрольну групу (КГ). ЕГ проходила 5-місячне експериментальне втручання на основі варіювання стилів навчання, а КГ проходила звичайні заняття з фізкультури. Фізичну підготовленість оцінювали за допомогою тестів «Стрибок у довжину з місця» (СДМ), «Кидок медичного м’яча вагою 1 кг» (КММ) та «Спринт на 20 м» (20 м), а для оцінки фізичного самосприйняття (ФСС) і задоволення використовували два офіційно затверджених опитувальника. Для оцінки статистично значущої різниці та ефекту взаємодії до (t0) та після (t1) виконання протоколу втручання було проведено двофакторний (група втручання x час) дисперсійний аналіз.

Результати. Аналіз даних показав статистично значуще покращення рівня фізичної підготовленості як в ЕГ, так і в КГ, а показники рівня ФСС і задоволення зросли лише у ЕГ. Крім того, статистично значущі (p<0.05) ефекти взаємодії були виявлені для змінних «Спринт на 20 м», «ФСС» та «Задоволення» з низьким показником розміру ефекту (η² ~ 0,20).

Висновки. Результати цього дослідження підкреслюють ефективність втручання із ФВ на основі різних стилів навчання для покращення рівня фізичної підготовленості, самосприйняття та задоволення. Крім того, використання продуктивних стилів навчання статистично значуще впливає на показники самосприйняття та задоволення, які є важливими опосередковальними чинниками для гарантування кращого дотримання фізичної активності.
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